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Multiple-band electronic structure and proximity to antiferromagnetic (AF) instability are the
key properties of iron-based superconductors. We explore the influence of scattering by the AF spin
fluctuations on transport of multiple-band metals above the magnetic transition. A salient feature
of scattering on the AF fluctuations is that it is strongly enhanced at the Fermi surface locations
where the nesting is perfect (“hot spots” or “hot lines”). We review derivation of the collision
integral for the Boltzmann equation due to AF-fluctuations scattering. In the paramagnetic state,
the enhanced scattering rate near the hot lines leads to anomalous behavior of electronic transport in
magnetic field. We explore this behavior by analytically solving the Boltzmann transport equation
with approximate transition rates. This approach accounts for return scattering events and is more
accurate than the relaxation-time approximation. The magnetic-field dependences are characterized
by two very different field scales, the lower scale is set by the hot-spot width and the higher scale
is set by the total scattering amplitude. A conventional magnetotransport behavior is limited to
magnetic fields below the lower scale. In the wide range in between these two scales the longitudinal
conductivity has linear dependence on the magnetic field and the Hall conductivity has quadratic
dependence. The linear dependence of the diagonal component reflects growth of the Fermi-surface
area affected by the hot spots proportional to the magnetic field. We discuss applicability of this
theoretical framework for describing of anomalous magnetotransport properties in different iron
pnictides and chalcogenides in the paramagnetic state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rich normal-state properties of iron-based high-
temperature superconductors are caused by proximity
to antiferromagnetic (AF) transition and multiple-band
electronic structure.1–4 AF fluctuations play important
role in these materials and it is likely that superconduc-
tivity is mediated by these fluctuations. One can expect
FIG. 1. Schematic Fermi surface typical for iron pnictides
showing only one hole band and two electron bands. Inter-
section between the hole Fermi surface displaced by the AF
ordering wave vector Q and the electron Fermi surface marks
the hot lines. Scattering by the AF fluctuations is enhanced
at these lines.
also that the spin fluctuations scatter quasiparticles in
normal state and therefore influence transport properties.
In particular, linear temperature dependence of resistiv-
ity near optimal doping5,6 has been attributed to AF
fluctuations near the quantum critical point. Such spin-
fluctuations scattering is the strongest when momen-
tum transfers are close to the AF instability vector Q.
As a consequence, scattering rate is strongly enhanced
near so-called “hot lines” (or “hot spots” in quasi two-
dimensional case), corresponding to ideal-nesting condi-
tions for the vector Q, see Fig. 1. The concept of hot
spots has been introduced for cuprate high-temperature
superconductors and their role in the transport proper-
ties has been considered in several theoretical papers7–10.
For iron pnictides, the effects due to hot-spot scattering
also has been discussed11–13. In particular, the resistivity
anisotropy induced by the orthorhombic deformation has
been considered in Refs.11,13. It was demonstrated that
the hot-spot scattering mechanism provides a consistent
description of the experimental anisotropy dependences
on temperature and doping14. In the related work15 the
effects caused by interband scattering by AF fluctuations
in metals with multiple isotropic bands have been inves-
tigated. Even though the hot lines are absent in this
situation, it was demonstrated, nevertheless, that strong
and anisotropic interband scattering leads to anomalous
transport properties which are not described by the sim-
ple relaxation-time approximation.
The narrow hot lines do not strongly change conduc-
tivity which is determined by the average scattering time
and therefore regular “cold” regions with weak scatter-
ing dominate.7 However, the hot lines give the anomalous
behavior of the conductivity in magnetic field16 includ-
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2ing possible extended range of linear decrease with field.
Such anomalies appear because the regions on the Fermi
surface influenced by the hot lines grow with magnetic
field. Similar mechanism also leads to unusual magnetic-
field dependence of the Hall conductivity.
Electronic transport in the magnetic field has
been investigated in detail practically for all fam-
ilies of iron-based superconductors spanning wide
ranges of dopings17–26. The high-field magneto-
transport in the paramagnetic state do exhibit sev-
eral anomalous features such as linear magnetoresis-
tance in Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4
23, nonquadratic magnetore-
sistance in optimally-doped Ba[As1−xPx]2Fe225,27 and
FeSe28, as well as the strongly nonlinear Hall resis-
tance in FeTe0.5Se0.5
19, Ba0.5K0.5As2Fe2
24, FeSe28, and
Ba[As1−xPx]2Fe227. These effects are likely to be caused
by the hot-spot scattering due to the AF fluctuations.
However, strong anisotropy of the spin-fluctuation scat-
tering is frequently ignored and transport properties of
the iron pnictides are interpreted using more conven-
tional multiple-band Fermi-liquid theory17,18,20,21,28 as-
suming that all scattering channels can be fully charac-
terized by the band-dependent scattering rates.
Motivated by a clear relevance of the hot-spot mech-
anism for the iron pnictides and chalcogenides, we in-
vestigate in this paper transport properties of nearly-
antiferromagnetic multiple-band metals. We consider in
detail derivation of the collision integral for the Boltz-
mann equation and quasiparticle lifetime due to scat-
tering by spin fluctuations. This allows us to relate
the shape and strength of the hot-spot scattering rate
with the microscopic parameters of the system. We pro-
ceed with analytical solution of the Boltzmann trans-
port equation in the magnetic field using approximate
transition rates which reproduce correctly physics of the
hot-spot scattering. Our approach fully accounts for the
return scattering events and therefore it is more accu-
rate than the widely-used relaxation-time approximation.
Based on the derived distribution functions, we compute
the magnetic-field dependences of the longitudinal and
Hall conductivities. These dependences are characterized
by the two very different magnetic-field scales, the lower
scale is set by the width of the hot spots and the higher
scale is set by the total scattering amplitude. A conven-
tional magnetotransport behavior is limited to the mag-
netic fields below the lower scale. In the wide field range
in between these two scales the longitudinal conductiv-
ity has linear dependence on the magnetic field and the
Hall conductivity has quadratic dependence. The linear
dependence of the diagonal component reflects growth
of the Fermi-surface area affected by hot spots propor-
tional to the magnetic field. In the intermediate range
the conductivity components are almost independent of
the hot-spot parameters.
A somewhat similar behavior of magnetotransport is
also realized in the antiferromagnetic state due to the
Fermi surface reconstruction near the nesting points
caused by opening of the antiferromagnetic gap29–31. The
reconstructed Fermi surface acquires turning points at
which the Fermi velocity changes abruptly. As a conse-
quence, the longitudinal conductivity has linear depen-
dence on the magnetic field29,31 and the Hall component
has quadratic dependence30 above the field scale set by
the antiferromagnetic gap and scattering rate. In con-
trast to the hot-spot mechanism, for isolated turning
points there is no higher magnetic field scale limiting this
behavior from above.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intro-
duce the microscopic model describing two-band metal
interacting with AF fluctuations. Based on this model,
we present derivation of the collision integral in the Boltz-
mann equation in Sec. III. We analytically solve the
Boltzmann equation using approximate scattering rates
in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we compute conductivity in zero
magnetic field. The conductivity components in mag-
netic field are considered in Sec. VI (longitudinal conduc-
tivity in subsection VI A and Hall conductivity in subsec-
tion VI B). In Section VII we illustrate typical magnetic-
field dependences of the conductivity components for a
simple four-band model with two electron bands and two
identical hole bands.
II. MICROSCOPIC MODEL
For electronic band structure of iron-pnictides, the
fluctuating AF magnetization mixes two bands, electron
and hole. This means that for the treatment of an iso-
lated hot line, it is sufficient to consider only a pair of
interacting bands described by the following Hamiltonian
H = H0 +HAF, (1)
where the free-electron part is composed of the electron
and hole contributions,
H0 =
∑
p,σ
(
ξ1,pc
†
pσcpσ + ξ2,pd
†
pσdpσ
)
. (2)
A particular shape of spectrum is not important for fur-
ther consideration. In the electron part ξ1,p the momen-
tum p is measured with respect to the lattice wave vector
Q at which the AF ordering takes place. The Fermi sur-
faces are determined by ξs,p = µ, where µ is the chemical
potential. The hole Fermi surface and displaced elec-
tron Fermi surface cross along the hot lines, i.e., where
ξ1,p = ξ2,p.
The antiferromagnetic part of the Hamiltonian is given
by
HAF =−g
2
∑
p,p′,j,α,β
(Mj,qσ
j
αβc
†
pαdp′β+Mj,−qσ
j
βαd
†
p′βcpα),
(3)
where Mj,q are the magnetization components, j =
(x, y, z), q = p−p′ is the shift of the wave vector with
3respect to the AF-ordering vector Q, and σjαβ are the
Pauli matrices.
In paramagnetic state Mq ≡ M˜q(t) is the fluctuat-
ing magnetization which, in particular, scatters the car-
riers between the bands. According to the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem, the amplitude of fluctuating magne-
tization
〈∣∣∣M˜j(q, ω)∣∣∣2〉 is connected with the magnetic
susceptibility χj(q, ω) as〈∣∣∣M˜j(q, ω)∣∣∣2〉 = 2T
ω
Im [χj(q, ω)] (4)
for T  ω (classical limit)32. The commonly used form
of the susceptibility
χj(q, ω) =
1
−iγω + αj + ηiq2i
(5)
is valid for weak Gaussian magnetic fluctuations. In this
case 〈∣∣∣M˜j(q, ω)∣∣∣2〉 = 2γT
γ2ω2 + (αj + ηiq2i )
2 . (6)
The parameters αj with j = x, y, z characterize prox-
imity to the magnetic transition temperature TS . For
continuous phase transition at least one of these parame-
ters vanish at TS . We mention that for continuous phase
transitions the simple shape of the susceptibility (5) is
not valid in the vicinity of the transition point, in the
regime of strong critical fluctuations.
III. COLLISION INTEGRAL IN BOLTZMANN
EQUATION AND QUASIPARTICLE LIFETIME
Scattering of carriers are fully characterized by the
collision integral in the Boltzmann equation33,34. The
collision integral for scattering on the AF antiferromag-
netic fluctuations was derived in Refs. 7 and 16 for the
two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases correspond-
ingly. In this section, for completeness, we repeat its
derivation for a three-dimensional multiband metal hav-
ing in mind application to iron pnictides.
For the Hamiltonian (3) the collision integral due to
scattering by the spin fluctuations is related to the dy-
namic spin susceptibility χj(q, ω) as
7
Is(p)= g
2
2
∫
dp′
(2pi)3
∞∫
−∞
dω
∑
j
Imχj(q, ω)δ (ξs¯,p′−ξs,p+ω)
× [−fs,p(1−fs¯,p′)(n(ω)+1)+fs¯,p′(1−fs,p)n(ω)] , (7)
where fs,p is the distribution function for the fermions
in band s, s¯ = 2(1) for s = 1(2), q = p′ − p, and
n(ω) = [exp(ω/T )− 1]−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribu-
tion function. For small deviations from equilibrium, us-
ing standard presentation
fs,p = f
0
s,p −
∂f0s,p
∂ξs,p
Φs,p = f
0
s,p +
f0s,p
(
1− f0s,p
)
T
Φs,p,
we obtain
Is(p)= g
2
2T
∫
dp′
(2pi)3
∞∫
−∞
dω
∑
j
Imχj(q, ω)f
0
s,p
(
1−f0s¯,p′
)
× [n(ω)+1] (Φs¯,p′ − Φs,p) δ (ξs,p−ξs¯,p′−ω) , (8)
where f0s,p = [exp(ξs,p/T ) + 1]
−1
is the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution function.
The collision integral can be simplified using the
standard transformation,
∫
dp′ → ∫ dS′s¯|v′¯s| ∫ dξs¯,p′ , where∫
dS′s¯ . . . means the integral over the Fermi surface of s¯
band and v′s¯ is the Fermi velocity for this band. Assum-
ing that Φs¯,p′ changes weakly on the scale ξs¯,p′ ∼ T , one
can perform the energy integration independently, which
allows us to reduce Is(p) to the following form
Is(p) = − g
2
2(2pi)3
∂f0s,p
∂ξs,p
×
∫
dS′s¯
|v ′¯s|
(Φs¯,p′−Φs,p)
∑
j
Kj(q, ξs,p)
with
Kj(q, ξ) =
∫
dξ′ Imχj(q, ξ−ξ′)
cosh(βξ2 )
2 cosh(βξ
′
2 ) sinh
[
β(ξ−ξ′)
2
] ,
where we used the following relations[
1−f0(ξ′)] [n (ξ−ξ′) + 1]= [1−f0(ξ)] cosh(βξ2 )
2 cosh(βξ
′
2 ) sinh
[
β(ξ−ξ′)
2
]
and df0/dξ = −f0(1− f0)/T .
We consider a quasiparticle at the Fermi level, ξs,p = 0.
In this case, with the shape of susceptibility given by Eq.
(5), the energy integration reduces to calculation of the
reduced integral
ζ (a) =
∫ ∞
−∞
du
u
a2 + u2
1
sinhu
.
We can approximate this integral by the interpolation
formula
ζ (a) ≈ pi
a(1 + 2a/pi)
,
which correctly reproduces its asymptotics. In this case
Kj(q, 0) takes the following form
Kj(q, 0) ≈
pi2
2 T
2γ
(αj +
∑
i ηiq
2
i ) (
pi
2Tγ + αj +
∑
i ηiq
2
i )
,
and we obtain a useful intermediate result for the collision
integral
Is(p)≈− g
2
2(2pi)3
∂f0s,p
∂ξs,p
×
∑
j
∫
dS′s¯
|v ′¯s|
pi2
2 T
2γ (Φs¯,p′ − Φs,p)
(αj+
∑
i ηiq
2
i ) (
pi
2Tγ + αj+
∑
i ηiq
2
i )
, (9)
4FIG. 2. (a) Fermi-surface geometry near the hot line. Pro-
jection of the electron Fermi-surface section displaced by the
AF wave vector Q intersects the hole section along the hot
line. For scattering event, the initial momentum p is located
at the displaced electron Fermi surface and final momentum
p′ is located at the hole Fermi surface. The momentum phl
marks the location on the hot line closest to p. (b) Cross
sections of the hole and electron Fermi surfaces intersecting
at the hot spot. The momenta ps with s = 1, 2 measure
distances from the hot spot along the corresponding Fermi
surfaces. (c) Representative contour plot of the transition
rate gf(ps, ps¯), Eq. (11). We assumed that all αj are identical
and used the following parameters, η1 = η2, η12 = 0.25η1,
(pi/2)Tγ = 0.25α. ps and gf are measured in units of
√
α/η1
and (3g2T )/(16pi
√
ηtα), respectively.
which contains two-dimensional integration over the
Fermi surface. Further simplification can be done ob-
serving that Φs¯,p′ strongly depends on the distance be-
tween p′ and the hot line but varies smoothly along this
line. Therefore one can perform integration over the
component p′ along the hot line neglecting the depen-
dence of Φs¯,p′ on this component
16. This integration in
general case, however, is somewhat complicated by the
anisotropy of the susceptibility characterized by the pa-
rameters ηi. To proceed, we introduce the unit vector
along the hot line nt and the unit vectors along the elec-
tron and hole Fermi surfaces ns with s = 1, 2 satisfying
the conditions
∑
i ηint,ins,i = 0, which replace the or-
thogonality conditions in the isotropic case. Geometry
around the hot line is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). We can
now decompose the momenta p and p′ as p = phl +nsps,
p′ = phl +ntpt +ns¯ps¯, where phl is the hot-line momen-
tum closest to p and pt is the component of p
′ along
the hot-line. The momentum components ps measure
distance to the hot line, see Fig. 2(b). With such a de-
composition, the sum
∑
i ηiq
2
i takes the following form
∑
i
ηiq
2
i =
∑
i
ηi (pi − p′i)2 = ηtp2t+ηsp2s+ηs¯p2s¯−2ηss¯psps¯
FIG. 3. Behavior of the quasiparticle lifetime, Eq. (12), near
the hot line.
with
ηt =
∑
i
ηin
2
t,i, ηs =
∑
i
ηin
2
s,i, and ηs,s¯ =
∑
i
ηins,ins¯,i.
As the distribution function Φs¯,p′ only weakly depends
on the parallel momentum pt, we can neglect this depen-
dence, Φs¯,p′ → Φs¯(ps¯), and perform integration over pt
in Is(p) which leads us to the following final presentation
of the collision integral
Is(ps)≈−
∂f0s,p
∂ξs,p
∫
dps¯
|vs¯|gf(ps, ps¯) [Φs¯(ps¯)− Φs(ps)] (10)
with
gf(ps, ps¯) =
g2T
16pi
√
ηt
∑
j
(
1√
αj+u(ps, ps¯)
− 1√
pi
2Tγ+αj+u(ps, ps¯)
)
, (11)
u(ps, ps¯) = ηsp
2
s + ηs¯p
2
s¯ − 2ηss¯psps¯.
The transition rate gf(ps, ps¯) increases as both the initial
and final momenta approach the hot line, ps, ps¯ → 0. Its
shape is determined by the parameters of dynamic sus-
ceptibility, αj , ηi, and γ, see Eq. (5). The first term
in parentheses in Eq. (11) describes elastic scattering
by static “snapshots” of the fluctuating magnetization,
while the second term gives dynamic inelastic contribu-
tion. The typical behavior of gf(ps, ps¯) is illustrated by
the contour plot in Fig. 2(c). Equations (10) and (11)
give the simplest accurate presentation for the collision
integral which can be used for precise numerical calcula-
tions of transport properties.
The intensity of scattering near the hot line can be
characterized by the quasiparticle lifetime τhls (ps),
1
τhls
(ps) =
∫
dps¯
|vs¯|gf(ps, ps¯)
=
g2T
16pi
√
ηtηs¯|vs¯|
∑
j
ln
(
1 +
pi
2Tγ
αj + η˜sp2s
)
(12)
5with
η˜s ≡ ηsηs¯ − η
2
ss¯
ηs¯
.
Behavior of the quasiparticle lifetime near the hot line
is illustrated in Fig. 3. One can see that there are two
regimes of scattering, depending on the temperature and
proximity to the hot line. For γT  η˜sp2s the scattering
rate behaves as 1/τhls ∝ T 2/p2s. For γT  η˜sp2s the scat-
tering rate grows logarithmically 1/τhls ∝ T/ ln(C/|ps|)
and saturates at |ps| =
√
αj/η˜s. In the latter regime the
frequency dependence of the susceptibility is not essen-
tial meaning that this regime corresponds to scattering
on static “frozen” AF fluctuations. In general, the η-
parameters depend on local orientation of the hot line.
For common particular case of hot line oriented along
the z axis and no in-plane anisotropy, ηx = ηy, we have
simple relations ηt = ηz, ηs = ηs¯ = ηx, ηss¯ = ηx cosαeh,
and η˜s = ηx sin
2 αeh, where αeh is the angle between the
electron and hole Fermi surfaces. In this case u(ps, ps¯)
in Eq. (11) is just proportional to the momentum change
squared, u(ps, ps¯) = ηx(psns − ps¯ns¯)2.
IV. SOLUTION OF BOLTZMANN EQUATION
USING APPROXIMATE TRANSITION RATES.
To obtain conductivity in magnetic field, one has to
solve the Boltzmann kinetic equation for the distribution
function33,34. We assume that the electric field E is ap-
plied in the xy plane and the magnetic field H applied
along z axis. Using simplified collision integral, Eqs. (10)
and (11), the two-band Boltzmann equation takes the fol-
lowing approximate form
−eEαvs,α − e
c
Hvs
dΦs,α
dps
=−Φs,α
τs
+
∫
dps
|vs|gf(ps, ps¯) [Φs¯,α(ps¯)− Φs,α(ps)] , (13)
where τs are the background scattering times, which we
assume to be isotropic. We remind that in our nota-
tions s = 1 corresponds to the electron band, v1 > 0,
and s = 2 corresponds to the hole band, v2 < 0. Equa-
tion (13) represents a system of coupled one-dimensional
integro-differential equations for the distribution func-
tions depending on distances from the hot spot ps, see
Fig. 2(b). These equations do not have exact analytical
solution. Therefore, one can either solve them numeri-
cally or rely on some approximations. The most common
approach is the relaxation-time approximation within
which the return scattering events described by the term∫
dps
|vs|g(ps, ps¯)Φs¯,α(ps¯) are completely neglected. Even
though in most cases this approximation gives physically
reasonable predictions, for strongly anisotropic scatter-
ing, it is not quantitatively accurate10,12. Alternatively,
the precise solution of the kinetic equation can be ob-
tained numerically. We propose a different approximate
scheme, which also allows for exact analytical solution
and preserves several realistic properties of the system
which are lost in the relaxation-time model. We will re-
place the exact transition rates (11) with the approxi-
mate factorizable form
gf(p1, p2)=γhsψ1(p1)ψ2(p2), (14)
where the functions ψs(ps) are normalized as∫ ∞
−∞
dps
|vs|ψs(ps) = 1
and their shapes are chosen to reproduce the hot-line
relaxation time (12),
1
τhls (ps)
= γhsψs(ps). (15)
Therefore, the total amplitude characterizing the
strength of hot-spot scattering is given by
γhs =
∫
dps
|vs|
1
τhls (ps)
=
∫
dp1
v1
∫
dp2
|v2|gf(p1, p2).
The relative strength of the hot spot with respect to back-
ground scattering can be conveniently characterized by
the reduced parameter γhs|vs|τs/pF,s. We will assume
that this parameter is small.
Introducing notations
Φs,α(ps)=eEαΛs,α(ps), (16a)
Λ¯s,α=
∫
dps
|vs|ψs(ps)Λs,α(ps), (16b)
we obtain from Eq. (13) the following equation for the
“vector mean-free path”35 Λs,α(ps)[
1
τs
+γhsψs(ps)
]
Λs,α−e
c
Hvs
dΛs,α
dps
=vs,α+γhsψs(ps)Λ¯s¯,α.
(17)
The conductivity tensor is related to Λs,α(ps) as
σαβ =
2e2
(2pi)3
∫
dpzSαβ , (18a)
Sαβ ≈
∑
s
∫
dps
|vs|vs,αΛs,β . (18b)
The physical parameters vs and γhs entering Eq. (17) de-
pend on z axis momentum pz as an external parameter.
Therefore this equation deals with fixed-pz cross section
of the Fermi surface which intersects hot lines at the hot
spots. The total conductivity is obtained by integration
over pz. In the following, we will skip an implicit depen-
dence on pz in all parameters. The hot-line contribution
to the conductivity, σhlαβ , is given by
σhlαβ =
2e2
(2pi)3
∫
dpz
∑
hs
Shsαβ , (19)
where Shsαβ is the contribution to Sαβ from one hot spot
and the sum is taken over all hot spots in the given pz
cross section. In the following sections we solve Eq. (17)
and compute components of conductivity.
6V. CONDUCTIVITY IN ZERO MAGNETIC
FIELD
For completeness, we consider first the conductivity at
zero magnetic field, see also Ref. 8. Rewriting Eq. (17)
as
Λs,α=
vs,α
1
τs
+ γhsψs(ps)
+
γhsψs(ps)
1
τs
+ γhsψs(ps)
Λ¯s¯,α,
we obtain 2×2 linear system for Λ¯s,α defined by Eq. (16b)
Λ¯1,α − (1− r1) Λ¯2,α= r1τ1vhs1,α, (20a)
− (1− r2) Λ¯1,α + Λ¯2,α= r2τ2vhs2,α, (20b)
where vhss,α are Fermi-velocity components at the hot spot
and the dimensionless parameters rs are defined as
rs ≡
∫
ψs(ps)dps/|vs|
1 + τsγhsψs(ps)
=
1
γhs
∫
dps/|vs|
τs + τhls (ps)
. (21)
The solution of these equations is
Λ¯s,α =
rsτsv
hs
s,α + rs¯ (1− rs) τs¯vhss¯,α
r1 + r2 − r1r2 . (22)
In the case of narrow hot spot, rs  1, we obtain the fol-
lowing approximate result for the vector mean-free path
Λs,α(ps)≈
r1v
hs
1,ατ1 + r2v
hs
2,ατ2
r1 + r2
+
1
1+τs/τhls (ps)
(
vs,ατs−
r1v
hs
1,ατ1+r2v
hs
2,ατ2
r1 + r2
)
. (23)
Here the first term approximately gives the vector mean-
free path in the hot-spot region. Due to strong equilibra-
tion, it is identical for two bands.36 This result can also
be rewritten approximately as37
Λs,α(ps)≈ vs,ατs+ τs
τs+τhls (ps)
(
vhss¯,ατs¯− vhss,ατs
)
rs¯
r1 + r2
. (24)
We can see that far away from the hot spot where
τhls (ps) τs, the conventional result Λs,α(ps) ≈ vs,ατs is
restored. The transition to this asymptotic takes place
at the typical momentum pτ,s where the hot-spot scat-
tering rate drops down to the background, τhls (pτ,s) = τs,
see Fig. 3. Note that this typical momentum is mostly
determined by the tail region in the scattering rate
1/τhls (ps) and changes only weakly when the tempera-
ture approaches the transition point.
Substituting result from Eq. (24) into Eq. (18b), we
obtain
Sαα = S
(0)
αα + S
hs
αα, (25a)
with the background and hot-spot contributions given by
S(0)αα =
∑
s
∫
v2s,ατs
dps
|vs| , (25b)
Shsαα = −γhs
(
vhs2,ατ2 − vhs1,ατ1
)2
1/r1 + 1/r2
. (25c)
Remind that Sαα directly determines the conductivity
σαα by Eq. (18a). Alternatively, the hot-spot contribu-
tion can be expressed via the relaxation rates τhls (ps),
Shsαα = −
(
vhs2,ατ2 − vhs1,ατ1
)2{∑
s
[∫
dps/|vs|
τs + τhls (ps)
]−1}−1
and can be estimated as
Shsαα ≈ −
(
vhs2,ατ2 − vhs1,ατ1
)2
τ1|v1|
pτ,1
+ τ2|v2|pτ,2
.
Typically, the cold regions dominate in transport and the
hot spots give only small corrections8. Moreover, these
corrections are not singular at the transition point. As
the carriers within the range∼ pτ from the hot line are al-
most eliminated from transport, the relative reduction of
conductivity is of the order of σhsαα/σ
(0)
αα ≈ pτ/pF . Note,
however, that, contrary to the relaxation-time approxi-
mation, in the case r1v
hs
1,ατ1 + r2v
hs
2,ατ2 6= 0, the distribu-
tion functions do not vanish in the hot-spot regions and
therefore these regions actually give finite contributions
to the current and conductivity.
VI. CONDUCTIVITY IN MAGNETIC FIELD
In the magnetic field the formal solution of Eq. (17)
can be written as
Λs,α(ps)=
δs∞∫
ps
dp8s
v8s
v8s,α+γhsψs(p
8
s)Λ¯s¯,α
e
cH
LH,s(p8s, ps),
(26a)
LH,s(p8s, ps) ≡ exp
[
−
∫ p8s
ps
1
τs
+ γhsψs(p˜s)
e
cH
dp˜s
v˜s
]
(26b)
with δs ≡ sgn(evs) ≡ −sgn(vs). This presentation is
similar to so-called Shockley “tube integral”38, see also
Ref. 39 for the recent use of this approach. The expo-
nent in Eq. (26b) is the probability of reaching point p8s
from point ps without scattering during orbital motion of
quasiparticle in the magnetic field. The term with Λ¯s¯,α
in Eq. (26a) describes the contribution from the return-
scattering events. Without this term Eq. (26a) would
give the relaxation-time-approximation result. Using the
identity∫ δs∞
ps
dp8s
v8s
1
τs
+ γhsψs(p
8
s)
e
cH
LH,s(p8s, ps) = 1,
7we can also transform this presentation to the following
form
Λs,α(ps)=Λ¯s¯,α +
δs∞∫
ps
dp8s
τsv
8
s,α − Λ¯s¯,α
e
cHv
8
sτs
LH,s(p8s, ps). (27)
From this result, we derive the linear system for the pa-
rameters Λ¯s,α,
Λ¯s,α− (1−Rs) Λ¯s¯,α =Vs,ατs, (28)
where the parameters Rs and Vs,α are defined by the
double integrals,
Rs =
1
τsγhs
∞∫
−∞
dp8s
|v8s|
p8s∫
−δs∞
dps
e
cHτsvs
MH,s(p8s, ps) (29a)
and
Vs,α= 1
τsγhs
∞∫
−∞
v8s,α
dp8s
|v8s|
p8s∫
−δs∞
dps
e
cHτsvs
MH,s(p8s, ps)
(29b)
with
MH,s(p8s, ps) ≡ exp
(
−
∫ p8s
ps
dp˜s
e
cHτsv˜s
)
×
[
1− exp
(
− γhse
cH
∫ p8s
ps
ψs(p˜s)
dp˜s
v˜s
)]
. (29c)
The solution of Eq. (28) is
Λ¯s,α =
Vs,ατs + Vs¯,ατs¯ (1−Rs)
R1 +R2 −R1R2 . (30)
This result determines the vector mean-free path by Eq.
(27), which, in turn, determines the conductivity compo-
nents by Eqs. (18a) and (18b). In the following sections
we proceed with the derivation of the longitudinal and
Hall conductivities.
A. Longitudinal conductivity
For calculation of the longitudinal conductivity, in the
integral for Vs,α, Eq. (29b), one can replace v8s,α by its
value at the hot line, vhss,α, giving Vs,α ≈ vhss,αRs. To pro-
ceed further, we need to obtain a tractable expression
for the field-dependent parameter Rs(H), Eqs. (29a) and
(29c). The essential magnetic field scale in this depen-
dence, Bw,s, is set by the typical width of the hot spot
scattering rate ws ≈
√
αj/η˜s (the width of the functions
ψs(ps)) as
Bw,s =
c
|e|
√
piγhsws
|vhss |τs
. (31)
While behavior at very small magnetic fields, H  Bw,s,
is sensitive to exact shape of ψs(ps), at higher fields the
internal structure of ψs(ps) is not important and it can be
treated as δ-functions, ψs(ps) → |vs|δ(ps). This allows
us to derive relatively simple analytical results for this
magnetic field regime. In this case, we obtain that the
parameters Rs, Eq. (29a), are identical for both bands
and given by
Rs ≈ H
Bγ
[
1−exp
(
−Bγ
H
)]
(32)
with the field scale
Bγ =
c
|e|γhs (33)
set by the total scattering amplitude. The exponential
factor in this result represents probability for a quasipar-
ticle to pass through the hot spot without scattering. For
H  Bγ this probability is negligibly small. Substituting
result (32) into Eqs. (30), we obtain
Λ¯s,α≈
vhss,ατs + v
hs
s¯,ατs¯
{
1− HBγ
[
1−exp
(
−BγH
)]}
2− HBγ
[
1−exp
(
−BγH
)]
and from Eq. (27) the vector mean-free path
Λs,α(ps)≈vs,ατs −
(
vhss,ατs − vhss¯,ατs¯
)
θ(−δsps)
× exp
(
ps
e
cHv
hs
s τs
) 1−exp(−BγH )
2− HBγ
[
1−exp
(
−BγH
)] , (34)
where θ(x) is the step function. We can see that the
hot spot affects the distribution function only on one
side, in the range ∆Hps =
e
cH|vhss |τs, meaning that
the affected area of the Fermi surface grows proportion-
ally to the magnetic field. This result also means that
the hot spots influence conductivity independently un-
til ∆Hps < pF,s. Substituting derived Λs,α(ps) into Eq.
(18b), we obtain the magnetic-field dependent part of
Shsαα(H), δS
hs
αα(H) ≡ Shsαα(H)−Shsαα(0),
δShsαα(H)≈−
(
vhs1,ατ1−vhs2,ατ2
)2 ecH [1−exp(−BγH )]
2− HBγ
[
1−exp
(
−BγH
)] ,
(35)
meaning that the reduction of conductivity due hot-
line scattering increases linearly with the magnetic field
within Bw,s < H < Bγ ,
δShsαα ≈ −
1
2
(
vhs1,ατ1−vhs2,ατ2
)2 e
c
H. (36)
In this linear regime the penetration of a carrier through
the hot spot without scattering is negligible and the con-
ductivity is not sensitive to the hot-spot parameters at
8all. At higher field, H > Bγ , the hot-spot contribution
saturates at a finite value,
δShsαα≈−γhs
(
vhs1,ατ1−vhs2,ατ2
)2
. (37)
This result is valid assuming that the hot spots still act
independently at H ∼ Bγ , which is correct if Bγ <
(c/e)pF,s/|vs|τs corresponding to the condition for the
hot-spot strength γhs < pF,s/|vs|τs.
For quantitative description of the behavior in the full
field range including B ∼ Bw,s, we assume a simple
Lorentzian shape of ψs(ps) valid for T < αj/γ, see Eq.
(12), and close αj for all j,
ψs(ps) =
|vhss |ws/pi
p2s + w
2
s
. (38)
Comparing with microscopic result, Eq. (12), we can ex-
press the strength and width of the hot spot via the mi-
croscopic parameters as
γhs =
3pig2γT 2
32|vs¯||vs|
√
ηt (ηsηs¯ − η2ss¯)αx
, ws =
√
αx
η˜s
. (39)
In this case, for ws  γhsτs|vhss |/pi, the parameter rs, Eq.
(21), can be evaluated as
rs ≈
√
piws
γhs|vhss |τs
. (40)
Note that this parameter also determines the ratio of
the typical fields Bw,s and Bγ , Bw,s = rsBγ . The typ-
ical momentum scale pτ,s defined in the previous sec-
tion by the condition τhls (pτ,s) = τs becomes pτ,s =√
γhs|vhss |τsws/pi = ws/rs. With such ψs(ps) the func-
tion MH,s(p8s, ps), Eq. (29c), can be evaluated analyti-
cally as
MH,s(p8s, ps) ≈ exp
(
− p
8
s−ps
e
cHvsτs
)
×
{
1−exp
[
− γhse
cpiH
(
arctan
p8s
ws
−arctan ps
ws
)]}
. (41)
This allows us to transform the parameters Rs, Eq. (29a),
to the following form
Rs = rs + Fσ(h, rs), (42)
where h = H/Bγ is the reduced magnetic field. The di-
mensionless function Fσ(h, rs) is defined by the following
double integral
Fσ(h, r)= r
2
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
du
∫ ∞
0
dz exp (−z)
{
exp
[
− z/r
2
1 + u2
]
−exp
[
−arctan
(
u+ pihzr2
)−arctanu
pih
]}
(43)
FIG. 4. The dependence of the function Fσ(h, r) defined by
Eqs. (43) and (44) on the reduced field h for different values
of r specified in the legend. The inset shows the scaling plot
of Fσ/r vs h/r describing the crossover between the quadratic
and linear regimes at small fields. The dashed and dot-dashed
lines show the low-field quadratic and linear asymptotics.
and has the following asymptotics
Fσ(h, r) ≈
{ 3pi2
32
h2
r
(
1− 15pi264 h
2
r2
)
, for h r
h
[
1− exp (− 1h)]+ r, for h r .
For the most typical case r  1 this function can be
transformed to the form with a single integration, see
Appendix A,
Fσ(h, r) = r
pi
[
1−exp
(
− 1
h
)]
×
∫ ∞
0
dx exp (−x)G
(
pihx
4r
)
−r, (44)
G(a) = 4
√
1+a2E
(
a2
1+a2
)
− 2√
1+a2
K
(
a2
1+a2
)
,
where E(m) and K(m) are the full elliptic integrals. Fig-
ure 4 shows dependence of Fσ(h, r) on the reduced field
h for different values of r. The inset shows crossover
between the quadratic and linear regimes at h ∼ r.
Calculation of the conductivity is based on the distri-
bution functions Λs,x(ps) defined by Eq. (27). Figure
5 illustrates how these functions evolve with increasing
magnetic field. We can see that at zero field the func-
tions have symmetric dips with width pτ,s, within which
they approach almost identical values at the hot spot,
as described in Sec. V. We also note that the hole dis-
tribution function changes sign near the hot spot mean-
ing that the partial current due to the quasiparticles in
this region flows in the direction opposite to the aver-
age transport current. This corresponds to the effect
of negative transport times caused by strong interband
scattering, as pointed out in Ref.15. At fields h > rs
9FIG. 5. The distribution functions Λs,x(ps), Eq. (27), normal-
ized to vhs1,ατ1 near the hot spot for different magnetic fields
and representative parameters shown in the h = 0.1 plot. For
not too large fields, h < 1, due to strong equilibration near
hot spot, Λs,x for two bands are very close at ps = 0. At zero
magnetic field the distribution functions have symmetric dips
with width ∼ pτ,s. At fields h > rs the hot spot strongly dis-
turbs the distribution function within the range ∆Hps ∝ H
on one side (p1 > 0 for the electron band and p2 < 0 for
the hole band). As a consequence, the dependences Λs,x(ps)
have steps at ps = 0. The height of this step reduces with
increasing field for h > 1.
the distribution functions become strongly asymmetric.
They are strongly suppressed at the side from which the
hot spot can be reached during the orbital motion in the
magnetic field, i.e., at p1 > 0( p2 < 0) for the electron
(hole) band, see Eq. (34). The range of this suppression
∆Hps grows proportionally to the magnetic field. Due
to such one-side suppression, the distribution functions
acquire a steplike features at the hot spot. This sharp
drop reflects small probability of quasiparticle penetra-
tion through the hot spot without scattering. This prob-
ability increases with increasing magnetic field and this
corresponds to the step-height decrease.
Using the distribution functions from Eq. (27), we de-
rive from Eq. (18b) the magnetic-field dependent part of
Sαα(H) as
δShsαα(H)=−
∑
s
vhss,α
(
vhss,ατs−Λ¯s¯,α
)
τsγhsFσ(h, rs).
In Eq. (18b) we again replaced vs,α by its value at the
hot spot vhss,α. Substituting Λ¯s¯,α from Eq. (30), we obtain
the field-dependent part of Sαα in the closed form,
δShsαα(H) = −γhs
(
vhs1,ατ1 −vhs2,ατ2
)
×v
hs
1,ατ1R2Fσ,1 − vhs2,ατ2R1Fσ,2
R1 +R2 −R1R2 , (45)
where we used abbreviation Fσ,s ≡ Fσ(h, rs). This equa-
tion determines the field-dependent part of longitudinal
conductivity and represents the main result of this sec-
tion. At high fields, H  Bw,s (h  rs), this general
formula reproduces Eq. (35). In the linear regime for
Bw,s  H  Bγ , we can derive somewhat more accu-
rate result, which takes into account a finite offset,
δShsαα(H) ≈ −
1
2
(τ1v1,α −τ2v2,α)2 e
c
H + Soff
with Soff =
γhs
2 (τ1v1,α −τ2v2,α) (τ1v1,αr1 − τ2v2,αr2).
Note that this offset has the same order as the zero-field
correction, see Eq. (25c). At small fields, H  Bw,s, we
obtain
δShsαα(H) ≈ −
3pi3/2
32
vhs1,ατ1 −vhs2,ατ2√
γhs
×v
hs
1,α|vhs1 |τ21 /w1 − vhs2,α|vhs2 |τ22 /w2√
|vhs2 |τ2/w2 +
√
|vhs1 |τ1/w1
(e
c
H
)2
.
For comparison, the conventional background
contribution33,34 is given by
δS(0)s,αα(H) ≈ −τ3s
∫ (
v′s,α
)2
vsdps
(e
c
H
)2
(46)
with v′s,α = dvs,α/dps. We can see that, in contrast to
the zero-field conductivity, the small-field H2-correction
is dominated by the hot-spot contribution. It exceeds the
background correction by the factor ∼ pF,s/pτ,s.
Equations (42), (44), and (45) determine the hot-line
contribution to the magnetoconductivity, Eq. (18a), for
arbitrary values of band Fermi velocities, background
scattering rates, and strength of hot-spot scattering.
The qualitative behavior, however, is always the same:
quadratic dependence at very small fields, linear magne-
toconductivity in the intermediate field range, and ap-
proaching a constant value at very high fields. Such
behavior was first predicted by Rosch16 for a single-
band three-dimensional metal near the antiferromagnetic
quantum critical point.
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FIG. 6. (a) Plots of the function FH(h, r) defined by Eqs.
(51) and (52) versus the reduced field h for different val-
ues of r specified in the legend. The inset shows the plot
of FH vs h/r describing the crossover between the linear
and quadratic regimes at small fields. (b) Double-logarithmic
plots of rFH(h, r)/h for the same parameters. The vertical
bars mark the values h = r at each plot. These plots clearly
illustrate two crossovers in FH(h, r) at h ∼ r and h ∼ 1.
B. Hall conductivity
A finite contribution to the Hall conductivity appears
due to the curvature of the Fermi surface at the hot spot.
This means that the dependence of v8s,α on p
8
s in Eqs. (27)
and (29b) can not be neglected. It is sufficient to keep
only the linear-expansion term, vs,α(ps) ≈ vhss,α + v′s,αps
with v′s,α = dvs,α/dps at ps = 0. In this approximation
the parameter Vs,α, Eq. (29b), can be represented as
Vs,α ≈ vhss,αRs + v′s,αBs (47)
with
Bs = 1
τsγhs
∞∫
−∞
p8s
dp8s
|v8s|
p8s∫
−δs∞
dps
e
cHτsvs
MH,s(p8s, ps), (48)
where MH,s(p8s, ps) is defined by Eq. (29c). The field
dependence of this function determines behavior of the
Hall conductivity which also has three regimes defined
by the field scales Bw,s, Eq. (31), and Bγ , Eq. (33). For
H > Bw,s we can again approximate ψs(ps) by δ-function
and this yields the following result
Bs ≈ 1− exp (−Bγ/H)
γhs
(e
c
H
)2
τsv
hs
s , (49)
meaning that Bs(H) increases quadratically with mag-
netic field in the range Bw,s < H < Bγ and contin-
ues to grow linearly for H > Bγ . For smaller fields,
H < Bw,s, the dependence Bs(H) is sensitive to exact
shape of ψs(ps), which we again assume to be Lorentzian,
Eq. (38). In this case, using Eq. (41), we can derive the
following scaling presentation for Bs(H),
Bs = δswsFH(H/Bγ , rs), (50)
where the reduced function FH(h, r) is defined by the
following double integral,
FH(h, r) = r
2
pi
∫ ∞
0
duu
∫ ∞
0
dz exp (−z)
×
{
exp
[
−arctan
(
u+pihz/r2
)−arctanu
pih
]
− exp
[
−arctanu−arctan
(
u−pihz/r2)
pih
]}
, (51)
and has the following asymptotics
FH(h, r) ≈
{ 3
4pi
h
r
(
1 + 5pi
3
32
h3
r3
)
for h r
pi h
2
r2
[
1− exp (− 1h)] for h r .
In particular, the last asymptotics reproduces Eq. (49).
In the case r  1 we also derive in the appendix B a
useful presentation containing only one integration,
FH(h, r) = h
r
∫ ∞
0
dxx exp (−x)GH
(
pihx
4r
)
+ pi
h2
r2
[
1− exp
(
− 1
h
)]
(52)
with
GH(a)=2
√
a2+1E
(
a2
a2+1
)
− 1
2
√
a2+1
K
(
a2
a2+1
)
−2a.
Plots of the function FH(h, r) for different r are shown in
Fig. 6(a). For clearer illustration of the crossover between
linear and quadratic regimes at small fields, the inset
shows plot of FH vs h/r for h < 3r. To demonstrate
both crossovers at h ∼ r and h ∼ 1, we show in Fig. 6(b)
the double-logarithmic plot of rFH(h, r)/h.
We now proceed with derivation of the Hall conduc-
tivity. With corrections to Vs,α given by Eqs. (47) and
(50), the solution for Λ¯s,α, Eq. (30), becomes
Λ¯s,α =
∑
l=s,s¯
(
Us,lvl,ατl +Ws,lδlwlv
′
l,ατl
)
(53)
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with
Us,s =
Rs
R1+R2−R1R2 , Us,s¯ =
Rs¯ (1−Rs)
R1+R2−R1R2 ,
Ws,s =
FH,s
R1+R2−R1R2 , Ws,s¯ =
FH,s¯ (1−Rs)
R1+R2−R1R2 ,
where we introduced abbreviations FH,s ≡
FH(H/Bγ , rs). From Eqs. (18b) and (27) we find that
the Hall conductivity is determined by Sxy =
∑
s Ss,xy
with
Ss,xy ≈
∫
dps
|vs|vs,x
×
Λ¯s¯,y + δs∞∫
ps
dp8s
τsv
8
s,y−Λ¯s¯,y
e
cHv
8
sτs
LH,s(p8s, ps)
 , (54)
where LH,s(p8s, ps) is defined by Eq. (26b) and for the
Lorentzian hot spot can be estimated as
LH,s(p8s, ps) ≈ exp
[
− p
8
s−ps
e
cHvsτs
− γhse
cpiH
(
arctan
p8s
ws
−arctan ps
ws
)]
. (55)
First, we separate from Ss,xy a conventional background
contribution,
S(0)s,xy =
∫
dps
|vs|vs,x
δs∞∫
ps
dp8s
v8s
v8s,y
e
cH
exp
[
− p
8
s − ps
e
cHvsτs
]
= −δs e
c
Hτ2s
∫
dpsvs,xv
′
s,y. (56)
Subtracting this term, we obtain the hot-spot contribu-
tion, Shss,xy = Ss,xy − S(0)s,xy, as
Shss,xy≈
∫
dps
|vs|vs,x
δs∞∫
ps
dp8s
e
cHv
8
sτs
(
Λ¯s¯,y−τsv8s,y
)MH,s(p8s, ps),
(57)
where MH,s(p8s, ps) is defined by Eq. (41). Substituting
Λ¯s,α from Eq. (53) and expanding vs,y and v
8
s,x near the
hot spot, after some algebraic transformations, we finally
find the total hot-spot Hall term
Shsxy = −
γhs
R1 +R2 −R1R2
∑
s
δswsFH,sRs¯Ks, (58)
Ks = τs
(
τs
[
vhss × v′s
]
z
+τs¯
[
v′s × vhss¯
]
z
)
,
which determines the Hall conductivity via Eq. (18a).
We can see that, in general, Shsxy contains both intraband
and interband contributions.
As follows from Eq. (58), the hot-spot Hall conductiv-
ity has three asymptotic regimes: (i) Small-field linear
regime, h rs,
Shsxy ≈ −
3
4
pi
γhsh
r1 + r2
∑
s
δsws
rs¯
rs
Ks
=
3
4
e
cH
√
piγhs√
|vhs1 |τ1/w1 +
√
|vhs2 |τ2/w2
∑
s
vhss τsKs, (59)
(ii) Intermediate quadratic regime, rs  h 1,
Shsxy ≈ −
pi
2
γhsh
2
∑
s
δsws
r2s
Ks
= −1
2
(e
c
H
)2∑
s
vhss τsKs, (60)
and (iii) Large-field linear regime, h > 1,
Shsxy ≈ −piγhsh
∑
s
δsws
r2s
Ks
= γhs
e
c
H
∑
s
vhss τsKs. (61)
The latter two asympotics correspond to Eq. (49). Note
that in all three asymptotics Shsxy is proportional to∑
s v
hs
s τsKs even though the general result, Eq. (58), does
not have this property. Comparing Shsxy, Eq. (58), and its
asymptotics with the conventional contribution S
(0)
xy , Eq.
(56), we can make several observations. The signs of the
hot-spot correction terms are opposite to the correspond-
ing conventional contributions. The correction to the lin-
ear Hall conductivity at H < Bw,s is typically small. The
relative correction is of the order of pτ/pF , similar to the
zero-field conductivity. However, the hot-spot correction
leads to crossover to quadratic regime at relatively small
magnetic fields, H ∼ Bw,s, and this quadratic field de-
pendence persists within a wide range of the magnetic
fields. In combination with the linear decrease of the lon-
gitudinal conductivity, this behavior provides clear sig-
natures of the hot-spot scattering. Comparing Eqs. (56)
and (61), we can see that the overall relative change of
slope of the partial Hall conductivity for bands s, σxy,s,
from very small to very large field is determined by the
hot-spot strength as
∆σ′xy,s
σ′xy,s
∼ γhs|vs|τs
pF,s
with σ′xy,s = ∂σxy,s/∂H and ∆σ
′
xy,s = σ
′
xy,s(H  Bγ)−
σ′xy,s(H → 0).
VII. REPRESENTATIVE MAGNETIC FIELD
DEPENDENCES FOR A SIMPLE FOUR-BAND
MODEL
In this section we illustrate general trends in the
magnetic-field dependences of the conductivity compo-
nents for different parameters. The iron pnictides and
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FIG. 7. Representative magnetic field dependences of the conductivity components for two values of hot-spot strength γ˜hs, 0.05
(left column) and 0.2 (right column) and two values of “sharpness” parameter r1, 0.02 and 0.2 (solid and dotted lines). For
reference, we also show background conductivity without hot-spot scattering (dashed lines). The inset in the lower right plot
show the derivative dσxy/dH at low fields to emphasize the difference between two values of r1.
chalcogenides typically have at least two hole bands in
the Brillouin zone center and two electron bands at the
zone edge. This makes fully realistic analysis rather com-
plicated and requires knowledge of many band-structure
and scattering parameters. For illustration, we consider
a minimum model of compensated metal with two iden-
tical hole and two electron Fermi surfaces. We assume
circular and elliptical cross sections for the hole and elec-
tron Fermi surfaces respectively,
ξ1,p = ε1,0 − µ+ p
2
x
2mx
+
p2y
2my
, ξ2,p = ε2,0 − µ− p
2
2m2
,
which are characterized by the Fermi momenta, pF,2 =√
2m2εF,2 and pF,α =
√
2mαεF,1 with α = x, y, εF,1 =
µ− ε1,0, εF,2 = ε2,0 − µ. In the further analysis, we will
assume that the inequality pF,x > pF,2 > pF,y holds. The
second electron band is 90◦-rotated with respect to the
first one. Each electron band has four hot spots and each
hole band has eight hot spots. Introducing the ratios,
uα = pF,2/pF,α with ux < 1 and uy > 1, we find the
cosine and sine of the hot-spot angle θhs as
cos2 θhs =
u2y − 1
u2y − u2x
, sin2 θhs =
1− u2x
u2y − u2x
. (62)
For the compensated case uxuy = 1.
In the previous sections we focused on a single pz cross
section of the Fermi surface. Calculation of the con-
ductivity in Eq. (18a) includes the integration over pz,
which means averaging over all cross sections. For esti-
mate, we will use result for a single representative cross
section. As the conductivity unit, we take the partial
conductivity of the hole bands at zero magnetic field,
σ20 ≡ σ2,xx(0) ∝ S(0)2,xx(0). We also introduce notations
for the in-plane mass anisotropy of the electron band
1 = my/mx, the average mobility ratio ζµ = m2τ1/m¯τ2
with m¯ =
√
mxmy, and the reduced hot-spot strength
γ˜hs = γhs|v2|τ2/pF,2  1.
In these notations the ratios of the mobility components
are τ1vF,x/τ2|v2| = ξµ/uy, τ1vF,y/τ2|v2| = ξµ/ux.
Using the reduced parameters, we obtain the following
presentations for the background zero-field conductivity
σ(0)xx (0) = σ20
[
1 + ζµ
(
u−2x + u
−2
y
)
/2
]
,
magnetoconductivity
δσ(0)xx (h) = −σ20γ˜2hsh2
[
1 +
(
u−2x + u
−2
y
)
ζ3µ/2
]
,
and Hall conductivity
σ(0)xy = σ20γ˜hsh
(
1− ζ
2
µ
uxuy
)
.
Note that the parameter γ˜hs appears in these presen-
tation only because we use the field scale Bγ which is
proportional to γhs.
13
The contributions from the four hot spots are de-
termined by the ratios of the local mobilities at these
points which can be evaluated as τ1v
hs
1,x/τ2|vhs2,x| =
ξµ
√
1 and τ1v
hs
1,y/τ2|vhs2,y| = ξµ/
√
1. We also obtain
relation between the parameters rs, Eq. (40), r
2
2 =
r21
w2
w1
ζµ
√
u−2x + u−2y − 1 and assume that w1 = w2. The
hot-spot contributions to the zero-field conductivity, Eq.
(25c) and longitudinal magnetoconductivity, Eq. (45),
can now be presented as
σhsxx(0) = −
4
pi
σ20γ˜hs
1/r1 + 1/r2
×
[
cos2 θhs (1+ ζµ
√
1)
2
+ sin2 θhs (1+ ζµ/
√
1)
2
]
, (63)
and
δσhsxx(H) = −
4
pi
σ20γ˜hs
R1 +R2 −R1R2
×
[
cos2 θhs (ζµ
√
1 +1) (ζµ
√
1R2Fσ,1 +R1Fσ,2)
+ sin2 θhs
(
ζµ√
1
+1
)(
ζµ√
1
R2Fσ,1 +R1Fσ,2
)]
, (64)
respectively. For the derivation of the Hall term, Eq.
(58), we obtain the following relations
τ1
[
vhs1 × v′1
]
z
τ2
[
v′1 × vhs2
]
z
=
τ1
[
v′2 × vhs1
]
z
τ2
[
vhs2 × v′2
]
z
=
τ1εF,1
τ2εF,2
=
ξµ
uxuy
,
which allow us to present this term as
σhsxy(H)=
8
pi2
σ20γ˜
2
hs
r21ζ
2
µFH,1R2−r22FH,2R1
R1 +R2 −R1R2
(
1+
ζµ
uxuy
)
.
(65)
We utilize the derived presentations for illustration of the
possibles shapes of σαβ(H) dependences.
The overall behavior of the conductivity components
mostly depends on the two reduced parameters γ˜hs and
r1. The first parameter determines the magnitude of the
hot-spot correction with respect to background while the
second parameter determines the behavior at small mag-
netic fields. Figure 7 shows the representative magnetic-
field dependences of the conductivity components for two
values of γ˜hs, 0.05 and 0.2 and two values of r1, 0.02 and
0.2. As a reference, we also show the background longitu-
dinal and Hall conductivities without hot-spot scattering.
We can see that for the weak hot spot, γ˜hs = 0.05,
the corrections are small while for γ˜hs = 0.2 they become
comparable with the background. In particular, the slope
of the Hall conductivity |dσxy/dH| drops more than twice
with increasing magnetic field. The role of the “sharp-
ness” parameter r1 is more obvious for the longitudinal
conductivity. For the broad hot spot, r1 = 0.2, we can see
the region of quadratic magnetoconductivy for h < 0.2.
For the narrow hot spot, r1 = 0.02, this region is practi-
cally invisible in the plots and the conductivity has linear
magnetic-field dependence in the extended field range. In
contrast, for r1 = 0.2 this linear regime is not pronounced
and looks more like an inflection point. The parameter
r1 only weakly influences the shape of σxy(H) because
it mostly determines the small correction to the low-field
linear slope. This small correction can be more clearly
seen in the field dependence of the derivative dσxy/dH
at small fields, see the inset in the lower right plot of Fig.
(7). Also, the inset plots clearly demonstrate that the
hot-spot correction to σxy has quadratic magnetic-field
dependence in the intermediate field range.
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we analyzed in detail magnetotransport
due to the hot-spot scattering on the AF fluctuations
in multiple-band metals. The key qualitative features
are extended ranges of the linear magnetic-field depen-
dence of longitudinal conductivity and, simultaneously,
the quadratic dependence of the Hall component.
This mechanism is very likely responsible for
anomalous magnetotransport properties found in some
iron pnictides and chalcogenides in paramagnetic
state. For example, the linear magnetoresistance and
strongly nonlinear Hall resistivity have been found in
Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4
23. This behavior becomes pronounced
after annealing which strongly reduces background scat-
tering. Such behavior roughly corresponds to illustration
in Fig. 7 for strong and narrow hot spot, γ˜hs = 0.2 and
r1 =0.02 for H < Bγ . The absence of saturation at high
magnetic fields simply means that the field scale Bγ for
this compound is very high, more than 30 tesla. In other
compound, Ba[As1−xPx]2Fe2, longitudinal resistance has
small but clear deviations from quadratic magnetic-filed
dependence25,27 while the Hall resistance has weakly non-
linear field dependence27. Such behavior resembles illus-
tration in Fig. 7 for weak and broad hot-spot, γ˜hs =0.05
and r1 = 0.2. The corresponding typical magnetic fields
seem to be rather large, Bw ∼ 35T and Bγ ∼ 65T.
Anomalous properties are seen in the optimally-doped
compound and they disappear in overdoped compounds.
This is consistent with the interpretation based on the
spin-fluctuation scattering. In principle, detailed anal-
ysis of magnetotransport allows to extract the hot-spot
parameters which would give us a valuable microscopic
information about properties of spin fluctuations.
It is instructive to compare behavior of magnetotrans-
port in the paramagnetic state due to hot-spot scattering
and in the antiferromagnetic state due to Fermi surface
reconstruction29–31. In both cases the anomalous behav-
ior is caused by the interruption of smooth orbital mo-
tion of quasiparticles along the Fermi surface in the mag-
netic field. In the first case the interruption is caused by
the sharp enhancement of scattering and in the second
case by the abrupt change of the Fermi velocity. In both
cases there is a low-field crossover at which the field de-
pendence of the longitudinal conductivity changes from
quadratic to linear while the dependence of the Hall con-
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ductivity changes from linear to quadratic. For the hot-
spot mechanism the crossover field is determined by the
scattering strength and width of the hot spots and for
the reconstruction mechanism it is determined be the
antiferromagnetic gap. Above the crossover both the
hot spots and turning points can be treated as sharp re-
gions and the conductivity components are not sensitive
to their internal structure. We can note that for identical
background scattering times τ1 = τ2 in the linear regime
the longitudinal conductivity due to the hot-spots is two
times smaller than one due to the reconstruction mecha-
nism. For the hot-spot mechanism the linear (quadratic)
growth of the longitudinal (Hall) conductivity is limited
from above by the second magnetic field scale determined
by the total scattering strength. Such limit is absent for
the reconstruction mechanism.
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Appendix A: Function Fσ(h, r) for r  1
In the case r  1 the two crossovers in the behavior of
the function Fσ(h, r) , Eq. (43), are well separated. This
allows us to derive a useful presentation for this function
containing only single integration. In the region h  1
the ratio Fσ(h, r)/r depends on the single parameter h/r.
Therefore, for the analysis of this region, it is convenient
to introduce new function Fσ(b, r) defined by the relation
Fσ(h, r) = (r/pi)Fσ(pih/r, r). (A1)
This new function is defined as
Fσ(b, r) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dv
∫ ∞
0
dz exp (−z)
{
exp
[
− z
r2 + v2
]
− exp
[
−arctan
((
v + bz2
)
/r
)− arctan ((v − bz2 ) /r)
rb
]}
, (A2)
where b = pih/r is the redefined reduced field. For r  1, pi/b, using asympotics arctanx ≈ ±pi/2∓ 1/x for x→ ±∞,
we can approximate
arctan
(
v + bz2
r
)
− arctan
(
v − bz2
r
)
≈
{ rbz
v2− (bz)24
, for |v| − bz2  r
pi − 2vr
v2− (bz)24
, for bz2 − |v|  r
.
We can conclude that the region |v| < bz2 gives very
small contribution to the second-term integration in
Eq. (A2) because it contains exponentially small factor
exp(−pi/rb). Therefore, we can rewrite Fσ(b, r) as
Fσ(b) =
∫ ∞
0
dz exp (−z)
[∫
|v|>0
dv exp
(
− z
v2
)
−
∫
|v|> bz2
dv exp
(
− z
v2 − (bz)24
)]
.
We can see that this function does not depend explicitly
on the parameter r. It describes the crossover between
the quadratic and linear regimes for b pi/r. Performing
variable change v → v + bz/2 in the second term, we
obtain
∫ v0
0
dv exp
(
− z
v2
)
−
∫ v0
bz
2
dv exp
(
− z
v2 − (bz)24
)
=
∫ v0
0
dv exp
(
− z
v2
)
−
∫ v0− bz2
0
dv exp
(
− z
v2 + bzv
)
=
∫ v0
0
dv
[
exp
(
− z
v2
)
− exp
(
− z
v2 + bzv
)]
+
bz
2
,
where v0  1 is an arbitrary upper cut off which can be
sent to infinity in the last formula. After these transfor-
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mations, Fσ(b) takes the following form
Fσ(b) = 2
∞∫
0
dz
∞∫
0
dv exp (−z)
×
[
exp
(
− z
v2
)
− exp
(
− z
v2 + bzv
)]
+ b
= 2
∞∫
0
dv
[
v2
v2 + 1
−
∫ ∞
0
dz exp
(
−z − z
v2 + bzv
)]
+ b.
To eliminate a complicated expression in the exponent,
we make the variable change
x = z +
z
v2 + bzv
,
z = −
(
v2 + 1− xbv)
2vb
+
√
(v2 + 1− xbv)2
4v2b2
+
xv
b
,
which allows us to present Fσ(b) as
Fσ(b) =
∫ ∞
0
dx exp (−x)G
(
bx
4
)
− pi (A3)
with
G(a) =
∫ ∞
0
dv
1− v2 − 1 + 4av√
(v2− 1 + 4av)2 + 4v2
+ 4a.
Introducing a new variable ζ defined by 2ζ = v−1/v+2a
with the inverse relation v = (ζ − a)+
√
(ζ − a)2 + 1, we
obtain the presentation
G(a) = 2
∫ ∞
0
dζ
1− ζ2 − a2√
(ζ2+a2+1)
2−4a2ζ2
 . (A4)
This integral can be transformed to the elliptic form by
the substitution
s =
2
√
a2 + 1
ζ + (a2 + 1) /ζ
.
In this case the integration in Eq. (A4) splits into two
segments: (i) the interval of ζ between 0 and ζ0 =√
a2 + 1 corresponds to variation of s from 0 to 1 with
ζ = 1s
√
a2 + 1
(
1−√1− s2) and (ii) the interval of ζ be-
tween ζ0 and ∞ corresponds to variation of s from 1 to
0 with ζ = 1s
√
a2 + 1
(
1 +
√
1− s2). The substitution
transforms G(a) to the following form
G(a) = 2
√
a2 + 1
1∫
0
ds
s2
∑
δ=±1
δ
(
1 +
δ√
1− s2
)
×
(
1− 1−ma + δ (1 +ma)
√
1− s2
2
√
1−mas2
)
= 2
√
a2+1
1∫
0
ds√
1−s2
(
2
1−√1−mas2
s2
+
1−ma√
1−mas2
)
with ma =
a2
a2+1 . The first term in the parenthesis can
be reduced to the full elliptic integrals,
K(m)=
1∫
0
dt√
1−t2√1−mt2 and E(m)=
1∫
0
√
1−mt2√
1− t2 dt,
using integration by parts∫ 1
0
1−√1−ms2
s2
√
1− s2 ds = −
∫ 1
0
(
1−
√
1−ms2
)
d
√
1− s2
s
= m
∫ 1
0
ds
√
1− s2√
1−ms2 = − (1−m)K(m) + E(m).
This gives us final result
G(a)=4
√
1+a2E
(
a2
1+a2
)
− 2√
1+a2
K
(
a2
1+a2
)
. (A5)
This result together with Eq. (A3) describes behavior of
Fσ(b, r) for b pi/r. Namely, it describes a crossover be-
tween the low-field quadradic regime, F (b) ≈ (3pi/32)b2
for b  1 and the linear regime, F (b) ≈ b − pi for
1 b pi/r. To obtain presentation valid in the whole
field range, one can simply add factor 1− exp(−pi/rb) to
the integral term in Eq. (A3)
Fσ(b, r)=
∞∫
0
dx exp (−x)G
(
bx
4
)[
1−exp
(
− pi
rb
)]
−pi.
(A6)
Transformation back to the function Fσ(h, r) using Eq.
(A1) gives Eq. (44) of the main text.
Appendix B: Function FH(h, r) at r  1.
In this appendix we obtain a useful presentation of the
function FH(h, r) defined by Eq. (51) for r  1 follow-
ing the route similar to one in the Appendix A. First,
we introduce the new reduced field b = pih/r and make
variable change u = v/r giving the following presentation
FH(b, r)= 1
pi
∞∫
0
dz exp (−z)
∞∫
0
dvv
×
{
exp
[
−arctan [(v+bz) /r]−arctan (v/r)
rb
]
−exp
[
−arctan (v/r)−arctan [(v−bz) /r]
rb
]}
.
In the case r  1, pi/b we can use the asymptotics
arctanx ≈ ±pi/2 ∓ 1/x for x → ±∞ in the most part
of the integration domain . We note that the region 0 <
v < bz gives negligible contribution to the second-term
integration because it contains exponentially small factor
16
exp(−pi/rb). Therefore, we can approximate FH(b, r) as
FH(b, r) ≈ 1
pi
∞∫
0
dz exp (−z)
 ∞∫
0
vdv exp
(
− z
v (v+bz)
)
−
∞∫
bz
vdv exp
(
− z
v (v − bz)
) .
We see that the dependence on r droped out in this pre-
sentation. Shifting the integration in the second term,
v → bz + v, we derive the following presentation
FH(b) ≈ b
pi
∞∫
0
dv
1− ∞∫
0
dzz exp
(
−z− z
v (v+bz)
)+b2
pi
.
To remove complicated expression in the exponent, we
make the variable change
x = z +
z
v2 + bzv
,
z =
xvb− v2 − 1 +
√
(v2 − 1 + xbv)2 + 4v2
2vb
,
which leads to the following presentation
FH(b) = b
pi
∫ ∞
0
dxx exp (−x)GH
(
bx
4
)
+
b2
pi
(B1)
with
GH(a) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dv
1− (v2 − 1 + 4av)√
(v2 − 1 + 4av)2 + 4v2
+
2√
(v2 − 1 + 4av)2 + 4v2
+
1
4av
1− (v2 + 1 + 4av)√
(v2 − 1 + 4av)2 + 4v2
 ,
To transform this function, we first introduce new vari-
able ζ as
2ζ = v − 1/v + 2a,
v = (ζ − a) +
√
(ζ − a)2 + 1,
leading to
GH(a)=
∫ ∞
0
dζ
1− ζ2 − a2√
(ζ2 + a2 + 1)
2 − 4ζ2a2
+
1
2
√
(ζ2 + a2 + 1)
2 − 4ζ2a2
− 2a.
This integral reduces to the elliptic form with substitu-
tion
s =
2
√
a2 + 1
ζ + a
2+1
ζ
,
ζ =
√
a2 + 1
s
(
1±
√
1− s2
)
.
The ζ integrations splits into two domains
0 < ζ < ζ0 → ζ = 1
s
√
a2 + 1
(
1−
√
1− s2
)
, 0 < s < 1
ζ0 < ζ <∞→ ζ = 1
s
√
a2 + 1
(
1 +
√
1− s2
)
, 1 > s > 0
with ζ0 =
√
a2 + 1 and integral for GH(a) becomes
GH(a) =
√
a2 + 1
1∫
0
ds
s2
∑
δ=±1
δ
(
1 +
δ√
1− s2
)
×
(
1− 1−ma
4
√
1−mas2
− δ (3 +ma)
√
1− s2
4
√
1−mas2
)
− 2a
=2
√
a2+1
1∫
0
ds
s2
4
√
1−mas2−1+ma − (3+ma)
(
1−s2)
4
√
1− s2√1−mas2
− 2a
with ma = a
2/(a2 + 1). This integral can be expressed
via the full elliptic integrals E(m) and K(m) as
GH(a) = 2
√
a2+1
[
E(ma)− 1−ma
4
K(ma)
]
−2a. (B2)
Using asymptotics
GH(a) ≈ ln (4a) + 1
2a
for a 1,
we obtain more accurate high-field asymptotics of FH(b)
FH(b) ≈ b
2
pi
+
2
pi
(ln b− γE + 1) for b 1.
Finally, to extend the presentation (B1) to the whole
range of fields including b > pi/r, it is sufficient to add
the factor 1 − exp(−1/h) = 1 − exp(−pi/br) to the last
term, i.e.,
FH(b) ≈ b
pi
∫ ∞
0
dxx exp (−x)GH
(
bx
4
)
+
b2
pi
[
1− exp
(
− pi
br
)]
. (B3)
Returning back to h = rb/pi, we obtain Eq. (52) of the
main text.
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